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Bridging Public Relations 
with Investor Relations 

In today’s world companies failing to align public relations 
with investor relations face the threat of opening themselves 
up to reputational risk and leaving significant shareholder 
value on the table. This article explains why now is the time 
for PR and IR to collaborate. 

https://bit.ly/2NPFdRO 

Mini article
LinkedIn rolled out a new feature to help SMBs promote their 
service offerings directly on their profile page. 

https://mklnd.com/2GDhzCn 

Apps 

Blinkist 

This app transforms the key insights 
of 3000+ bestselling nonfiction 
books into powerful packs users can 
read or listen to in just 15 minutes. 
With over 10 mln users it is no:54 in 
the education category with a rating 
of 4.7 out of 5 in the AppStore. 

https://apple.co/2ZjvZi8 

Books 

Designing Brand Identity 
by Alina Wheeler 

From research to brand strategy to 
design execution, launching tactics, 
fundamentals and governance, 
Designing Brand Identity is a 
compendium of tools for branding 
success and best practices for 
inspiration.  

https://amzn.to/30Y7E1F 
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Humanizing Social Media 

The number of countries that are going to hide likes on 
Instagram has grown to seven: Canada, Ireland, Italy, Japan, 
Brazil, Australia and New Zealand. The mass-orientedness  
and populism has turned Instagram to just another channel 
for the mainstream instead of keeping it a social media 
platform. Instagram says it wants “followers to focus on the 
photos and videos you share, not how many likes they get.” 

https://tcrn.ch/2XReGn2

Luxury + 
Guerrilla 

Socio-cultural analysis reveals how, 
contrary to conventional thinking, 
the Traditionalists have always had 
shared interests with the Radicals 
and both of them have had nothing 
in common with the masses or the 
mainstream. Here is an interesting 
article of how Luxury Marketing 
meets Guerrilla Marketing as luxury 
brands are taking over the street art 
scene with the help of graffiti artists.  

https://bloom.bg/32RiHeQ 

Online 
Reputation             

As written in the article: “Hidden 
cameras set up by CBS News 
captured a meeting with John 
Rooney, who runs Web Savvy, LLC, a 
reputation management firm that 
buries  bad reviews  online.” 
Questions are raised over tactics 
applied by some online reputation 
management firms as investigative 
journalists found fraudulent court 
orders used to change Google 
search results. 

https://cbsn.ws/2JQJEb0 

Brands are Replacing Sectors 

What’s advanced science for one sector is magic 
for another. What’s futuristic for a sphere is day-
to-day reality for another. But what is a sphere, an 
industry or a sector? They are categories. Who is 
the expert on categories? Branding luminaries. As 
Ricca and Payne wrote: “Among the most widely 
used phrases in articles, conferences and meetings 
nowadays are variations on the theme of “the lines 
between sectors are blurring.” While this is indeed 
happening, it is a loose and partial view of the full 
story. What is actually happening is that brands 
are replacing sectors.”  

https://bit.ly/2OfPYgu 
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